Differentiation of leukemic blasts is not completely blocked in acute myeloid leukemia.
Hematopoiesis, the formation of blood cells, involves the hierarchical differentiation of immature blast cells into mature, functional cell types and lineages of the immune system. Hematopoietic stem cells precisely regulate self-renewal versus differentiation to balance the production of blood cells and maintenance of the stem cell pool. The canonical view of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is that it results from a combination of molecular events in a hematopoietic stem cell that block differentiation and drive proliferation. These events result in the accumulation of primitive hematopoietic blast cells in the blood and bone marrow. We used mathematical modeling to determine the impact of varying differentiation rates on myeloblastic accumulation. Our model shows that, instead of the commonly held belief that AML results from a complete block of differentiation of the hematopoietic stem cell, even a slight skewing of the fraction of cells that differentiate would produce an accumulation of blasts. We confirmed this model by interphase fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) and sequencing of purified cell populations from patients with AML, which showed that different leukemia-causing molecular abnormalities typically thought to block differentiation were consistently present in mature myeloid cells such as neutrophils and monocytes at similar levels to those in immature myeloid cells. These findings suggest reduced or skewed, rather than blocked, differentiation is responsible for the development of AML. Approaches that restore normal regulation of hematopoiesis could be effective treatment strategies.